
Labor & Social Security

The Labor and Social Security practice of EC Rubio understands the entire 
business of the clients it advises. From the outset we are committed to advising 
and advocating for our clients at every step of the way in any labor matter. We 
have experience in all phases of the employer-employee relationship. Our labor 
services focus on preventing litigation, economic contingencies, and 
consequences that may a�ect your work environment, expose your assets, or put 
productivity and stability at risk. We measure and correct labor risks through 
audits and permanent advisory programs to solve daily problems.

We also advise our clients in the drafting and negotiation of individual and 
collective labor contracts; we prepare and apply alternative/flexible compensation 
schemes, as well as the implementation of tactical measures on all types of labor 
contract terminations, including the preparation and execution of termination 
notices, among others.

Although we take a preventive approach, in many cases litigation is inevitable. 
Therefore, in order to help our clients as best as we can, we have created a strong 
team specialized in litigation. This gives us a unique perspective on solutions for 
employers facing litigation, either individually or with unions, including due to 
breach of contract and non-compete agreements, wrongful termination 
and any other claim or lawsuit anywhere in Mexico. In addition, we o�er 
solutions, advice, and litigation on social security and workers' 
housing fund issues, among others.
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National Presence
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6
OFFICES
covering Mexico’s most
important industrial regions

90
ATTORNEYS

WHY WORK WITH US?
_ Continuous availability.
_ Constant communication with Clients.
_ Creative and innovative solutions according to our Clients’ needs. 
_ Bilingual lawyers focused on business development.
_ In-house refresher courses on specific topics required by clients. 
_ Flexible and transparent fee arrangements.

_ Human resources, benefits, compensation policies, 
manuals and procedures.

_ Codes of ethics and business conduct.
_ Successful hiring and recruiting practices.
_ Expatriates / impatriates.
_ Employment, consulting and indemnity contracts that 

comply with Mexican federal labor laws.
_ Non-competition and confidentiality agreements to 

protect our clients' intellectual property and other 
valuable assets. Implementation of equal employment 
opportunity and diversity programs, practices and policies.

_ Management of employee performance, discipline, and 
dismissal cases.

_ Workforce reductions, layo�s, and site closures. 
_ Prevention and correction of harassment and 

discrimination to ensure a respectful work environment 
and within the legal framework.

_ Substance abuse testing.
_ Investigations into employment issues, fraud, business 

ethics violations, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, security 
and other alleged violations of codes of conduct, 
harassment, workplace violence, and other policies.

_ Procedures and training for the international complaints’ 
helpline protocol. Prevention of workplace violence and 
threats.

_ Training of supervisors and employees on labor law, 
harassment prevention, diversity and company policies.

_ Litigation and administrative actions.
_ Communications with employees and unions. 
_ Employer substitution.

Our services

_ Over 45 representatives through our network of 
correspondents.

Network of correspondents

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

50+
Chihuahua
Punto Alto E4, Penthouse
Centro Ejecutivo No. 5500
31125 Chihuahua, Chihuahua
T. +52 (614) 180 1800

Ciudad Juárez
Ejército Nacional 7695-C
Partido Iglesias
32663 Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua
T. +52 (656) 227 6100

Mexico City
Rio Duero 31
Cuauhtémoc
06500 Mexico City
T. +52 (55) 5242 0700

Puebla
Blvd. de Los Reyes 6431 Of. 1307
San Bernardino Tlaxcalancingo
72820 San Andrés Cholula, Puebla
T. +52 (222) 241 9005

Querétaro
Paseo Cuesta Bonita 315-A
Cuesta Bonita
76063 Querétaro, Querétaro
T. +52 (442) 215 2821

Irapuato 
Pedro Martínez Vázquez 652
Los Eucaliptos
36660 Irapuato, Guanajuato
T. +52 (462) 220 9255

ecrubio.com
FB: @ECRubioMx
LI: eclegal
TW: @ecrubiomx


